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Thailand’s Real Estate Developer Award 2014 By
Euromoney Magazine

TICON or TICON Industrial Connection Public Company Limited was established
in 1990 to provide manufacturers in Thailand with an alternative when it comes to
buying land and developing their own facilities.
TICON provides high quality ready-built factories for lease to enable manufacturers to shorten the start-up period.
TICON’s ready-built factories are located in major industrial estates, 17 locations at present, and have a range of sizes
that best meet customers’ standard requirements.

For more information, please contact admin@scasia.org
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Supply Chain & Logistics Industry
Be a part of Supply Chain Asia Corporate Endorser Programme (CEP) and support our work to raise the profile
and professionalism of the supply chain and logistics industry. As a not-for-profit entity, SCA relies on the goodwill
of many organisations to build up a community that shares knowledge, improves networking and enhances the
image and career development of professionals in the most dynamic industry. As a member of CEP, you can
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industry an even more exciting and passion-driven sector in the region.
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about us

for more details

Supply Chain Asia is a not-for-profit professional
body dedicated to bringing supply chain and logistics
professionals in Asia together. Our vision is to create
platforms whereby members of the community can come
together to network, share and learn from one another.
Our focus is to enable the development of collaborative
relationships and partnerships. Our mission is to make
Supply Chain Asia your community of choice.
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Connect. Communicate. Collaborate.
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Community of Choice for Logistics and Supply Chain
Professionals living and working in Asia.
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News
Snippets

Swiss chemical logistics firm launches S$45m facility in Singapore
Swiss chemical logistics firm Bertschi has opened a S$45m facility on Jurong Island, as it
moves to expand its footprint in Asia’s growing speciality chemicals market.
Launched in January, the facility, which sits on a 329,500 sq ft site, is Bertschi’s first in
Southeast Asia.
It will serve speciality chemical companies, offering services that include handling and
storage of dangerous goods, isotank storage (containers used for the transportation of
bulk liquids), blending, drumming and repackaging services.

Global factories parched for
demand
January surveys of global factory activity
released showed the new year began
much as the old one ended, with too much
capacity chasing too little demand.
Global
manufacturing
expansion
accelerated slightly but remained weak
at the start of 2016 as faster growth
in developed markets failed to offset a
contraction in emerging economies.
China was again the epicenter of
disappointment. The official measure of
manufacturing fell to its lowest since mid2012. The weakness also encompassed
bellwethers of high-tech trade, such as
South Korea and Taiwan. China is South
Korea’s largest market, taking about a
quarter of its exports. The story was much
the same for another electronics hub,
Taiwan, where factory growth slowed
amid lackluster demand.

Amazon expands logistics
operations in China, challenging
Alibaba
Having successfully upended the entire
retail system in the US, Amazon.com has
set its sights on China and taken direct aim
at Alibaba Holdings, China’s e-commerce
giant.
Amazon is expanding its logistics
operations for handling goods headed
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to Japan, Europe, and the US. Last year,
it began its move to export from inside
the country, by registering a Chinese
subsidiary, the Beijing Century Joyo
Courier Service, with China’s transport
ministry.
It has also filed an application with the
Shanghai Shipping Exchange to become
the shipping broker for 12 trade routes,
such as the Shanghai-to-LA and Shanghaito-Hamburg routes, according to Reuters.

Honeywell names Briand Greer,
President, Southeast Asia
Honeywell
has
announced
the
appointment of Briand Greer as President,
Southeast Asia, succeeding Jim Bujold,
who will relocate to the US to lead the
evaluation of a significant commercial
opportunity for Honeywell.
Prior to this role, Greer was President
of Honeywell Aerospace, Asia Pacific,
responsible for all aspects of Aerospace
businesses in the region. Under Greer’s
leadership, Honeywell Aerospace achieved
significant business growth above average
gross domestic product (GDP) growth

across the region and further enhanced
key customer relationships with the
Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China,
Ltd, Aviation Industry Corporation of
China, and others, assuring both near- and
long-term success.
Greer has more than 20 years of
experience in the aerospace industry,
including more than 13 years as a leader in
both the commercial and Defense & Space
businesses at Honeywell. Prior to joining
Honeywell in 2002, he was co-founder
and President of Aerospace Hardware
Exchange, the world’s first online trading
marketplace for aerospace commodities.

Kerry Logistics to buy US freight
forwarder
Kerry Logistics Network Ltd is preparing
to expand its global network with the
acquisition of a US freight forwarder, the
company told analysts.
The Hong Kong-based company, which
specialises
in
international
freight
forwarding and supply chain services
in China and Southeast Asia, said in a
conference call that it will acquire a 51
per cent stake of an unnamed American
company, and will announce the acquisition
in less than two months, according to a
report by the Jefferies Group investment
firm.
Kerry has also identified acquisition
targets in Singapore, the Philippines and
Indonesia, the report said.

Qatar Airways Cargo expands EU and Asia networks
Qatar Airways Cargo’s expanding list of freighter destinations will see the addition of
Budapest, Prague and Ho Chi Minh City in March.
With the addition of these cities, Qatar Airways Cargo, the air freight division of the Qatari
national carrier, will have 14 European freighter destinations and six to the Asia Pacific
region.
The new service by Qatar Airways Cargo is expected to support Vietnam’s growing
influence as a major exporter of garments, footwear and handicrafts, with cargo sent to
the US and Europe via Doha.
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RedMart raising US$100m
investment
Singapore-based online grocery company
RedMart is reported to be in the advanced
stage of discussions related to closing a
$100m Series C investment which will
fund its pan-Asian expansion.
Reporting the development, TechCrunch
cited two sources with knowledge of the
deal who confirmed with the publication
that the latest transaction was expected
to be closed within Q1 2016. To date,
RedMart has not issued any public
comments on this development.
So far, RedMart has raised US$55.1m from
19 investors. According to Crunchbase,
as of 31 January 2016; investors include
gaming unicorn Garena, SoftBank Ventures
Korea, Visionnaire Ventures, and Facebook
co-founder Eduardo Saverin. August 2015
saw it raise a US$26.7m bridging round
from existing investors.

Risk of China slowdown offsets
optimism about India logistics
industry
Supply chain industry executives see a
slowing China and fluctuating oil prices
as the top threats to emerging markets
growth in 2016, and are braced for more
volatility in the global economy.
In a new survey of more than 1,100 global
logistics and supply chain executives,
respondents identified the possibility of an
“economic shock” as the leading risk for
the Asia Pacific region, reflecting concern
that a slowing China could have a ripple
effect on the region.
The survey is part of the 2016 Agility
Emerging Markets Logistics Index. The
Index, now in its seventh year, provides a
snapshot of logistics industry sentiment
and ranks the world’s 45 leading emerging
markets based on their size, business
conditions, infrastructure and other factors
that make them attractive to logistics
providers, freight forwarders, shipping
lines, air cargo carriers and distributors.

How regional integration will
impact the logistics sector in
Singapore
The ASEAN Economic Community (AEC)
will spell greater competition for the
logistics sector in Singapore, according to
a report by CBRE. CBRE said that rising
logistics hubs in Vietnam, Thailand and
Malaysia will compete more keenly with
Singapore as a result of the AEC.
Despite this, Singapore’s location at the
heart of Southeast Asia will give logistics
operators the opportunity to tap into
multiple markets.
“Singapore benefits from its reputation
as a global logistics hub with strong
expertise in the sector. Its position could
be bolstered further [by the] AEC and TPP
by facilitating freer movement of goods
and create business opportunities,” said
the report.

THERE.
With solutions. Or knowledge...

...or both

When you are transporting cargo across country after country, you
should talk to the leading transport and logistics insurer to cover
any risk. TT Club is there with unrivalled expertise and knowledge
– we are the specialists in what we do. At any one time, we are
handling around 10,000 open claims files – covering everything
from forklift truck collisions to hurricanes. Our unique depth of
experience means we always have a solution, no matter how
unusual a query or claim. www.ttclub.com
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Service Providers
Get Better Results

oracle.com/goto/LSP
or call 1.800.ORACLE.1

Copyright © 2014, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.
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features
Why Investing in
Cold Chain Makes Sense

K

uehne + Nagel unveiled its Singapore
Logistics Hub (SLH) early this year,
a 50,000 sqm built-to-suit facility
located in west of Singapore. The company
said this is its largest investment outside
of Europe as part of its regional expansion
plans to support its fast growing supply
chain clientele operating within Singapore
and the ASEAN countries.
But with high investment comes great
expectations. With more than 40 per
cent of the new logistics hub furnished
with chilled storage, redressing and
postponement facilities for cold chain,
Kuehne + Nagel’s latest facility is
specifically designed for pharmaceuticals
and healthcare companies operating in
Asia.
But what is the company’s strategy behind
its strong focus on pharmaceuticals?
And why does Singapore play such an
important role in expanding its operations
in the region?
Booming pharmaceuticals scene
The pharmaceuticals and healthcare
industry is currently growing at an
exponential rate globally. Asia Pacific
has the highest share of the global
pharmaceuticals market next to North
America. Adding to that, Singapore is
developing a strong pharmaceuticals and
biomedical sector, which currently faces
increasingly complex logistics needs
due to the global escalation in regulatory
compliance requirements.
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Thanks to the country’s commitment
in research and innovation, local talent
base and trusted regulatory environment,
Singapore is frequently referred to as a
pharmaceuticals hub in Asia, made evident
by the number of global pharmaceuticals
companies setting up their regional
headquarters in the country.
With the government strongly committed
to continue investing in biomedicals
research and development efforts, the
pharmaceuticals industry is expected to
further blossom in Singapore. For example,
on top of investing S$77m to enhance
its antibiotic manufacturing facility here,
GlaxoSmithKline, the UK-listed drugmaker,
has also designated Singapore as its new
global headquarters in Asia and will shift
some of its US and UK staff to the citystate.
Takeda Pharmaceuticals, a top Japanese
pharmaceuticals company, has also
relocated
its
emerging
markets
business from Japan to Singapore. With
more pharmaceuticals and healthcare
companies growing and settling down in
the city-state, logistics service providers,
like Kuehne + Nagel, can tailor their
services to meet this increase in demand.

of which are part of the company’s clientele.
The investment in the SLH does not only
represent a long-term commitment to
Kuehne + Nagel’s customers; it also tackles
logistics integration challenges through its
control tower services supporting supply
chain transformation projects as well as
providing high level of control and visibility
over the different modes of transportation.

What sets SLH apart from other facilities
in the market are the temperature
mapping during air, ocean and overland
transportation and inventory management.
In addition, Kuehne + Nagel aims to set
the highest standard within the logistics
industry, with its IT solutions offering
visibility throughout the entire supply
chain.

By
having
a
special
focus
on
pharmaceuticals industry, Kuehne + Nagel
believes it is positioning itself to stay
ahead of its customers’ needs.

Kuehne + Nagel also takes environmental
sustainability seriously, which is a cause
that many of its current (as well as
potential) customers take to heart. The
company ensures that its SLH fulfils
the benchmarks set by the Green Mark
certification standards through green
features such as:

“More
than
any
other
industry,
pharmaceuticals companies are looking
at end-to-end capabilities, especially with
regards to cold chain management and
product integrity. Biologics boom with
stricter temperature requirements amplify
the above trend,” added Mr Simon, who is
based in Singapore.
Relating this to a typical scenario, he
mentioned that most logistics providers
adopt a reactive approach to the industry’s
requirements, which means facilities are
built ad-hoc upon the customer signing a
contract. But Kuehne + Nagel is initiating
a proactive approach by building the
required facility first.

Build it, and they will come
Kuehne + Nagel’s strong presence in
Singapore has stretched to its 46th year, so
it is not surprising that the firm considers
the country a central part of its regional
expansion plans and sees no qualms in
investing when necessary.

Optimising end-to-end supply chain
services
With the Centre of Excellence for
Logistics Innovation integrated into
Kuehne + Nagel’s end-to-end supply chain
services, the firm is constantly updating
its technology and strategy to stay ahead.
“Three years ago, we launched the
award-winning KN PharmaChain solution,
offering door-to-door temperature control,
a 24 hour alert system, optional wireless
temperature measuring and Best Practice
(GxP) standards for facilities, working
processes and training programmes. The
status of a customers’ shipment is just
a call away, 24/7. The SLH complements
Kuehne + Nagel’s regional offering to
provide end-to-end supply chain solutions
for the industry,” explained Mr Simon.

• Lighting system with motion detectors
• High standard isolation to reduce usage
of air-con
• Rain water re-use
• Building materials with good recycled
content
• Shuttle buses and encouragement to 		
use public transportation
• Solar panels on the roof
Furthermore, Mr Simon is convinced
that the quality standards provided in the
facility are beyond Singapore’s minimum
requirements to offer their customers
a superior, world class environment.
Together with its logistics learning hub and
the Kuehne + Nagel Asia Pacific centre of
excellence for logistics innovation, the
company is fully equipped to power the
industry forward.

While Mr Laurent Simon, who will be
taking up the Managing Director post
in Kuehne + Nagel for Singapore and
Malaysia as of April 2016, admitted that
while Singapore itself is a relatively small
market, its domestic and international
political stability, as well as open-armed
strategy to foreign businesses make it
an ideal point of regional distribution and
control tower for global companies, many
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Empowering Communications
in Logistics and Supply Chain
by Martin Hager, CEO, Retarus Group

I

n today’s rapidly changing economy,
the freight and logistics industry
faces several challenges, including
globalisation, moving towards a serviceoriented society, shorter product life
cycles and infrastructure and process
optimisation. These trends have created
substantial changes in corporate networks
and production flows. To keep up with
the developments, a reliable, secured
real-time communications technology for
logistics service providers is needed to
stay ahead of the curve.
The proliferation of global trade agreements
has divided the world into larger chunks
of trading blocks where goods can flow
virtually unimpeded across national
borders that once protected their precious
industries from outside competition with
tariffs, duties and penalties. Over in Asia
Pacific, the signing of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) and the formation of the
ASEAN Economic Community reinforced
better tariffs and trade laws for the region.
The rise of communication in logistics
and supply chain
As organisations adapt their supply chains
to take advantage of lower tariffs, rules
and standards within new trade zones,
there will be even greater movement of
products worldwide. Logistics today is
more than ever, dependent on information
technology to not only track shipments,
but also map the most cost-efficient
methods to move products worth millions
of dollars across the globe.
Due to increasing digitalisation of
businesses, today’s consumers have
higher expectations on how fast they
should be able to access information.
It is not only punctual deliveries that
matter, but also prompt communications
to secure the timely clearance of goods
through customs, the scheduled delivery
or transport of goods by haulers and
shipping agents, and the shortest possible
idle time for trucks, planes and ships.
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Since supply chain focuses on movement,
it relies largely on relationships and
interactions between people. After all,
it is people who connect the purchasing
processes, so it is adding value to those
relationships that lies at the heart of
technology-enabled customer service
tools. Logistics service providers will
increasingly look at customer engagement
technologies to inform, educate and
interact with customers, while adding
capabilities
to
traditional
business
applications to empower customers’
interaction.
When communications are delayed
or unsecured, it leads to supply chain
risk which ultimately leads to incurred
costs for not only service providers but
its clients. In the long-run, it can lead to
dampened customer relations, and even
loss of customers.
According to an Ernst & Young report,
supply chain firms average 7.85 on a scale
of one to ten in terms of how mature
they are in transitioning from a customer
service mindset to customer relationship
management. The wide range of scores
by supply chain companies from 5.88 to
9.82, also reflected the broad disparity in
progress toward building strong customer
relationships.
Creating a holistic communications
strategy
Logistics
processes
must
adapt
to expanding both customer and
supplier networks through innovative
communication
and
information
technologies, and employing efficient
communication processes. State-of-the-art
interfaces, global availability and absolute
reliability can ensure that communicationbased business processes are and remain
successful.

To implement a holistic strategy, which
takes changes in technology, competition
and staffing requirements, the following
can be considered:
1. Cloud Computing
Many organisations have switched over
to cloud computing, which can also be
observed with regard to SAP solutions,
moving large parts of their processes,
from controlling and accounting to delivery
and transport schedules to the SAP cloud.
This enables logistics and shipment firms
to secure the timeline clearance of goods
through customs, to scheduled delivery or
transport of goods by haulers and shipping
agents, and to manage the shortest
possible time and route for trucks, planes
or ships.

Information exchange between customers
and suppliers needs to be of the highest
quality and always up-to-date. Whether
it is about offers, orders, delivery
documents, alerts, invoices or transport
requests, efficient business processes as
well as smooth and just-in-time electronic
communications are key success factors
of any business.

2. Application Integration
Organisations should look at flexible,
transparent and customised global
communications services that enable
them to send and receive SMS, email
and fax messages directly via business
applications and cargo systems reliably
and securely, without needing an on
premise infrastructure. This can safeguard
organisations’ supply chain, and ensure
non-stop availability of digital data.
3. Desktop Communication
Organisations can consider fax and
SMS services for desktops and devices
offering
seamless
integration
into
Microsoft Windows, Exchange or IBM
Notes/Domino environments. Efficient
services ensure maximum usability and
deliverability. Documents are transmitted
speedily and reliably, thus considerably
improving customer information and the
management of field staff.
4. Broadcast and Content Delivery
Broadcast services must be designed for
efficient business communication and
high-volume transmissions via email, fax
and SMS. As a web-based solution, it
should be platform-independent and easyto-use, allowing users to act promptly
when it comes to sales, customer service,
marketing, as well as internal and external
communication.
5. Email Security and Compliance
The security of email communications
should also be factored in, including the
use of end-to-end antivirus and antispam
protection, gateway-based encryption,
data processing through solutions that
meet stringent guidelines, innovative
email management, and audit-compliant
archiving.
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Empowering communications in supply
chain and logistics enhances productivity,
efficiency and revenues for service
providers, ensuring they not only maintain
their competitive edge while taking
advantage of the benefits of global trade
agreements.

About the Author
Martin Hager is the CEO, founder and
managing director of Retarus. Prior to the
creation of Retarus in 1992, Martin Hager
studied Computer Science and Economics
at the Technical University of Munich and
the University of Hagen, Germany.
He has worked with several global
companies in various positions including
sales, product management, development,
support, and consulting, all of which gave
him the vision and drive to turn Retarus
into a global leader in messaging services.

every second counts

Voice-driven workers aren’t just faster. They give you the perspective
you need to make every second count for more.
Building voice into your distribution centre is one of the most effective ways to
speed up operations. But your workers aren’t just faster – voice also enables you
to rapidly scale your operations and redistribute labour where you need it most,
giving you critical workflow agility. Find out what workflows look like when every
second counts for more: Honeywell.

CHANGE YOUR PERSPECTIVE
Look closer at www.vocollect.com/ Every-Second-Counts

To learn more about Honeywell's solutions.
Please call (65) 6714-6800 or visit www.honeywellaidc.com
© 2015 Honeywell International Inc.
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New Rules for
Growth in the AEC Era
By Jerome Gillet, Chief Customer Officer, Asia Pacific, DHL Supply Chain

A

s the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) enters its final stages of definition, Asia’s
businesses can no longer pursue a “growth at all costs” strategy when it comes to
regional trade. The region’s economic growth looks set to continue slowing down,
which means new rules apply for businesses seeking to expand their market share even
as trade barriers fall and economic cooperation increases.
In order to take full advantage of new opportunities like the AEC, businesses need to
consolidate, simplify, and streamline their supply chains, investing in greater efficiency
and agility to support deeper and broader sales relationships. The businesses and
industries which acknowledge these “new rules” of growth will be ASEAN’s market
leaders of tomorrow.
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CLICK&PICK®
UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL OF YOUR
E-FULFILMENT

FAST, SCALABLE AND ACCURATE
In today’s competitive world, retailers must be able to deliver the right orders to the right customers at the right time. Errors and delays in
order fulfilment can have lasting negative impacts on your brand, whilst maintaining high stock levels can tie up capital and limit flexibility.
As a full service partner of automated e-fulfilment solutions, Swisslog enables you to achieve the highest throughput at the lowest cost,
efficiently handle large SKU ranges and accurately meet delivery demands and requirements.
Warehouse Automation – Design, Develop and Deliver.
wds.sea@swisslog.com

www.swisslog.com/wds_sea
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The new rules of logistics
Asian businesses must transform their
supply chains in response to greater
volatility in two key areas: infrastructure
and talent. As economic development
begins to catch up with growth in most
of Asia’s trade hubs, their infrastructure
will begin to experience rapid change:
upgrades to Thailand’s rail network and
China’s One Belt, One Road initiative - both
multibillion-dollar projects, are just the first
of many more to come. At the same time,
labour shortages and legal changes will
see the costs of top talent rise at all levels
of the supply chain: truck driver wages in
Singapore, for example, have risen up to
200 per cent as a result of recent shifts
in wage policy. In such a fast-changing
environment, businesses can no longer
afford to compete on quality or price alone
against competitors from around Asia or
the world.
Many of these new rules are already
becoming apparent in industries facing
macro-induced slowdowns. Oil and
gas, for example, has seen significant
shifts at the strategic level from “growth
at all costs” to a more measured,
margin-focused approach to balancing
growth with efficiency dividends. More
advanced oil and gas providers are now
complementing their traditional de-risking
approach with greater optimisation across
their entire supply chains, including greater
responsiveness to demand fluctuations
and higher consolidation of shipment
processes.
Change and its costs
Transforming supply chains to meet
these new rules of pan-Asian growth
requires significant investment and
expertise. While internally-driven change
management is possible, it can encounter
significant difficulties due to the sheer
complexity of re-engineering multiple
interlinked processes – many of which
may have become entrenched as status
quo as a result of their previous growth
results. In addition, the combination of
skill sets needed to lead these supply
chains transformations – including
technical knowledge of areas ranging
from warehousing to shipment tracking,
strategic planning, and business leadership
– is increasingly rarefied amongst Asia’s
top talent.
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How then can Asia’s businesses
streamline their supply chains costeffectively? One answer is to adopt an “asa-service” approach to logistics, effectively
outsourcing integration and management
of the supply chain to a specialist thirdparty. Most businesses in Asia are already
accustomed to similar models of delivery
in areas like software and technology
infrastructure. When applied to supply
chains, the “as-a-service” model can
allow them to both quickly optimise their
operations; and avoid common mistakes
made during the transformation process.
This approach is not limited to any one
industry. And many enterprises outside
of, and potentially competing with, AEC
countries are already adopting “as-aservice” logistics as a strategy. The supply
chain operations of one multi-national
Japanese technology firm, from design and
planning all the way to warehousing and
distribution management, are managed
wholly by DHL, allowing the business
to focus on increasing sales and market
share in an increasingly competitive
industry. In almost all cases, investment
in an “as-a-service” supply chain platform
will typically pay for its outlay within one
to two years.
The next stage of Asia’s growth will be
marked by increasing sophistication,
innovation, and emphasis on customer
service. While future growth will be slower
than during its first stage, the increasing
flexibility and fluidity of trade between
countries and regions will generate a new
range of opportunities for businesses – as
well as potential pitfalls for those whose
back-end infrastructure is unable to scale
and optimise to keep up. The flexibility
of the AEC’s agreements must also
extend into the commercial agreements
that govern supply chain operations: for
example, minimum volumes that extend
across the entire ASEAN region, rather
than being dictated on a per-country basis.
As the AEC comes into effect, businesses
who invest in leaner and more agile supply
chains will become the region’s new
market leaders. “Growth at what cost?”
should be new question for every business
in Asia, no matter its industry or size.
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Prioritise Regulatory
Compliance in Your
e-Commerce Strategy
By James May, Head of Global eTrade Services, CrimsonLogic (North America) Inc

Cross-border challenges
e-commerce companies

T

he surge in Internet and mobile
phone adoptions in emerging
markets will push the global B2C
online retail sales to reach US$2.3tr
by 2017. The increasing number of
smartphone owners, improving openness
towards mobile shopping, emergence
of innovative and secured shipping and
payment platforms are causing the global
B2C online retail to boom. For the very
first time, Asia Pacific will leapfrog North
America to lead the consumer online
retail spending, contributing US$525.2bn
in 2014. Led by China, Indonesia, and
India, several other developing economies
across Southeast Asia, growth in the
Asia Pacific e-commerce market is set
to spearhead e-commerce growth in the
near future as its penetration approaches
50 per cent.
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With e-commerce growing at such a
rate, cross-border online retail brands are
taking great pride in speed of service and
delivery, more than traditional, brick-andmortar retailers. The nature of the business
simply does not allow trading issues,
such as customs holds, late deliveries, or
inefficient return procedures, lest losing
credibility or putting their reputations at
stake. For an e-commerce company to
be successful, the cost associated with
fulfilling the order must be worthwhile
for the customer. Therefore, striving
to simplify, standardise and harmonise
customs procedures across operations
around the world would greatly simplify
trade and have a direct positive impact on
costs.

for

online

An increasing number of e-commerce
companies in the region – both big
and small – are feeling the pressure of
ensuring trade compliance, while at the
same time, dealing with their e-business
and cross-border expansion strategies.
The physical flow of goods across
borders resulting from e-commerce is
unfortunately none the simpler than the
traditional flow of goods. In fact, they both
face the same challenges in terms of cost
and time of border formalities. However,
complicated border clearance procedures
can be an even greater obstacle for
e-commerce companies. The high costs
of determining import requirements and
completing excessive paperwork from
thousands of transactions daily hamper
e-commerce. This is in addition to global
regulatory issues, like Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard for online
payments, regional compliance challenges
like Advance Security Filing requirements
in countries like the US, Canada, EU
and Japan, and local regulations, such
as consumer rights, privacy and data
protection laws, for the various countries
in which they do business.
On the other hand, ensuring compliance
with custom procedures can act as an
effective measure to combat smuggling,
commercial frauds and counterfeit goods.
Though there are government efforts
to protect their borders from such illicit
activities, e-commerce may still present
new challenges and concerns for custom
agencies in the region. Large e-commerce
companies, like Alibaba, who is already
spending more than US$16m annually to
fight counterfeits, have been constantly
under such scrutiny, especially since its
record US$25bn Initial Public Offering in
2014.
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Putting in place trade compliance practices,
such as monitoring for Denied Parties, can
protect US exporters from costly fines and
penalties. This practice also additionally
involves checking for controlled products
from embargoed or sanctioned countries.
Here are some of the best-practices
e-commerce companies can implement to
overcome the bumps in the road to trade
compliance in the digital age:
e-Commerce trade compliance tools
Regulatory trade rules are only going to
become more complex. There are costs
involved for e-commerce companies
to meet complex customs regulations
as well as costs incurred due to noncompliance in the form of hefty fines and
lost sales. In order to reduce the risk of
overwhelming profits from shipping small
parcels, e-commerce companies can look
at adopting automation for submission
of manifest and trade declaration data
to customs authorities. The amount of
work required to complete a customs
declaration for a US$20 shipment is
the same as the work required to clear
a US$1,000 shipment so automation
and use of EDI is imperative to maintain
margins in this business.
A compliance team Every e-commerce
company should train a compliance team,
who will attend trade-related training
in the markets where it operates. The
e-commerce business moves so quickly
that it is essential to stay within the law at
all times. If your company sells products
or technology that can be sensitive when
crossing borders, the compliance team
must be equipped with the relevant
knowledge.
Collaboration for success Internetbased e-commerce technologies can
be implemented by relevant companies
to provide better integration among
members of the trading ecosystem. For
smaller e-commerce companies who do
not control their own logistics or supply
chains, international trade specialists can
come in to fill the gap as they have the
network and expertise in dealing with
compliance-related to trade.
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Streamlined warehousing, distribution
and shipping processes Selling online
successfully requires timely delivery. After
all, online trade is critically based on the
consumer’s trust that the product will be
delivered intact and on time. Collection
of information aside, slow customs
clearance, poor infrastructures, and
inefficient transport services can further
slow down the movement of goods sold
online, especially in developing countries.
e-Commerce companies need to take a
closer look at its trade ecosystem, local
and regional distribution network and
warehousing capabilities, and make sure
that they are also optimised, leaving no
room for error in the physical part of the
trading process.
To alleviate some of the challenges of
the last mile delivery, some e-commerce
companies are tapping on some Uber
-like services like Lalamove and Gogo Van,
which allow companies to tap on private
vans, trucks and even motorbikes to
deliver cargo from point A to B. Scheduling
a pick-up is the same as using Uber where
you can find a local driver using the app
and arrange for the pick-up in minutes.
These services can be used as part of
a company’s regular supply chain or for
when there is an unscheduled spikes in
demand.
Conclusion
While the use of electronic means and the
Internet can make the process of initiating
and doing trade a lot easier, faster and
less expensive, collecting information can
also be a costly activity especially when
it involves acquiring information across
national borders. As illustrated above,
these costs can sometimes be so high
that they can be considered a barrier to
trade on its own.
The Internet has an immense potential
to promote international trade much as
lifting other trade barriers would. However,
e-commerce companies need to know
how to leverage this inherent capability
of theirs, turn it around and make it work
for the business, particularly in the area of
trade compliance.
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Trans-pacific partnership
What to Expect and How to Prepare
By Nicholas Stipp, Director of Asia Operations, Global Trade Business, Thomson Reuters

W

ith 12 nations that make up nearly 40 per cent of the global gross domestic
product (GDP) and about one-third of all world trade as its core, the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) Agreement is set to become the largest free trade agreement
(FTA) in the world. It is impossible to say with absolute certainty what the ultimate impact
of the TPP will be but chances are good that, once ratified and implemented, this single but
complex agreement will create new patterns of trade and herald a new era of economic
openness.
Background
With the passage of TPP, trade professionals are faced with the challenge of evaluating the
benefits and compliance requirements of TPP. The agreement as it stands today accounts
for about one-third of all world trade, spanning 12 markets at nearly 40 per cent of the
global GDP.
The final version of the TPP that was completed on October 6, 2015, is the end result
of a complex evolution that started with negotiations among four original economies –
Singapore, New Zealand, Chile and Brunei that wanted to improve trade within the Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) umbrella. Those negotiations attracted the attention
of the US, which joined in September 2008 and took the process to a whole new level. A
rush for expansion followed that led to the inclusion of Australia, Peru, Vietnam and, later,
Malaysia, Canada, Mexico and Japan to form the group of 12 countries that are now part
of the largest trade agreement in the world.
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“One of the more interesting and innovative
parts of the TPP was its stakeholder
process,” said Dr Deborah Elms, Executive
Director of the Asian Trade Centre and an
expert on the TPP. Through rounds six to 18
of the negotiations, stakeholders ranging
from businesses to trade associations
and
non-governmental
organisations
were welcomed to contribute to the
negotiations. This is unusual. The Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP), for example, is virtually a
government-to-government negotiation.
Just as significantly, the commitments
apply to all members – although the time
frames for implementation vary for some
members. Tariffs will drop to zero on 90
per cent of goods traded among members
when the agreement goes live and more
reductions will be phased in. Eventually,
98 per cent of goods will incur zero tariffs,
although in some goods that could take
as long as 25 years. With the negotiations
completed, the next step forward is for
members to ratify the TPP deal within two
years.
In the results of a joint survey conducted
with corporate trade specialists in 11
countries spanning Asia, Latin America
and the US released on November 6, 2015,
Thomson Reuters and KPMG International
found that 70 per cent of companies are
not fully utilising FTAs. This means they are
likely paying more than necessary in tariffs
and duties which is counter-intuitive. By
leveraging existing agreements and paving
the way now for the implementation of
the TPP, companies could optimise their
operations, lower costs and tap into new
markets.
Unique considerations
The companies most likely to benefit from
the TPP are those that start preparing
now. The TPP is particularly important at a
time of much greater regional integration
of supply chains. Companies increasingly
source products and raw materials from
a greater number of locations and also
distribute products in more numerous
markets. The TPP opens up new markets,
provides for more expansive rules of origin
and also deals with new areas of business,
such as e-commerce. It also harmonises
IP rules, providing greater certainty for
businesses investing in the TPP region,
and goes beyond most existing FTAs
in terms of access and rules of origin,
allowing for regional cumulation of origin
so that products can be sourced from any
TPP country. New rules on cross-border
investment are also stronger than most
existing agreements, covering basic rights,
expropriation rules and legal recourse.

There are concerns over how rules of
origin are applied under the agreement.
The rules allow for cumulation but are
not always uniform across products, said
Dr Elms. Among other benefits, the TPP
allows for self-certification of origin, which
should streamline processes for business
– with the caveat that the paperwork
should always be in order.
“Every single FTA has its own rules; the
use of FTAs is a necessity. Manufacturers
and distributors that do not leverage trade
agreements are likely to be sidelined by
companies looking for lower costs and
greater market access,” said Ms Angelia
Chew, Partner for Indirect Tax and Asia
Pacific Trade and Customs Leader at
KPMG in Singapore.
The TPP, when it takes effect, will only
increase the use of FTAs by multinational corporations in Singapore. TPP
participants account for about 30 per
cent of Singapore’s trade and a similar
percentage of foreign direct investment
(FDI) into Singapore, as well as 20 per cent
of Singapore’s outgoing FDI.
Reality check and preparation

Conclusion
The TPP has yet to be ratified and
implemented. According to Dr Elms,
the linchpin in this process is the US
Ratification, which will all but guarantee
approval from Japan and other members.
The agreement only comes into effect
if the US, Japan and at least four other
countries ratify it within two years.
“There are not as many losers as you
might think, domestically, in TPP countries
but I do think there are implications from
the TPP and especially implications on
non-members,” said Dr Elms. “If you are
not a member and it depends on which
country and which sector and on what you
do – but for some non-members in some
sectors there will be implications from the
TPP going into force.”
When it goes into force, it will give rise to
a lot of opportunities by opening the door
for companies to benefit from preferential
duties in more markets. Market access
is also much greater throughout the TPP
area for service companies, with the
agreement minimising discrimination for
specific areas of trade.

Trade deals are complex documents
driven by political necessity as much as
by economic or business realities. As a
result, they are often difficult to navigate
and not always practical. One approach
to maximise the benefits of TPP and
existing FTAs is to automate analysis and
compliance in real time. Trying to get all
the information necessary to optimise
supply chains and stay compliant can be
extremely complex. Data gathering can
take months and be out of date once it is
completed. Technology solutions, such as
ONESOURCE, can do this on a real time
basis for individual products while tracking
individual shipments and suppliers, all
the while offering up options to optimise
supply chains.
The simple reality is that the TPP may not
always be more beneficial for specific
companies than existing agreements.
For example, the existing North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is more
comprehensive than the TPP while the
Singapore-US agreement covers virtually
all tariff lines, more than the TPP.
If a company is producing something in
Singapore and trying to get it into the US,
there could be a number of products that it
could ship duty free under that agreement
that the company could not under TPP.
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Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises and Rules-of-Origin
By Alex Capri, Visiting Senior Fellow, NUS Business School

F

ree trade agreements (FTAs) within
Asia have eliminated customs duties
on more than 95 per cent of crossborder trade. Despite this seemingly
good news, preferential tariff rates are
not being claimed by eligible businesses.
Many small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) choose to pay higher custom
duties -- even when their goods could
qualify for FTA benefits.
This trend is likely to continue under the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), if the trade
pact is formally ratified.
SMEs & FTAs
A recent survey conducted by the
Asian Development Bank analysed the
responses of over 800 companies that
were considering participation or already
participating in bi-lateral, regional and intraregional Asian FTAs. SMEs consistently
gave three reasons for non-participation:
(1) overly complicated rules-of-origin
(ROO); (2) lack of access to information
and support services regarding ROOs;
and (3) inconsistent administration and
enforcement procedures by different
customs regimes. Across the region,
less than 25 per cent of the surveyed
SMEs were claiming, or intended to claim,
preferential status.
FTA compliance adds fixed costs and
delays to cross-border value chains,
particularly in developing countries.
For many SMEs, the added expenses
of trying to understand, manage and
effectively leverage ROOs outweighs the
savings gained through preferential rates.
Ironically, the “free trade” process has
spawned a new crop of non-tariff barriers.
Two types of ROOs have been especially
vexing to SMEs: regional value content
(RVC) requirements, and process specific
rules (PSR).
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Complex ROO

Yarn-forward rule

The RVC ROO requires claimants to track
direct and indirect costs comprising a
finished good. To qualify for a FTA, the
claimant must verify what percentage of
the good’s overall value is attributable to
an eligible member FTA country. In ASEAN
Trade in Goods Agreement (ATIGA), the
threshold is 40 per cent. Under the TPP,
the RVC range is generally between 35
and 55 per cent.

SMEs often struggle with PSRs. The
“yarn-forward” PSR states that a TPP
nation seeking preferential rates on
textile products must use yarn originating
from other TPP countries. This ROO will
be particularly onerous for SMEs that
fabricate wearing apparel in, for example,
Vietnam, which sources the majority of
its yarn from China—which is not a TPP
member.

When claiming RVC, manufacturers
must methodically track raw materials,
components, labour and other overhead
costs, as well as accurately designate the
country-of-origin per each item. These RVC
calculations include “Build Up” formulas
for adding up eligible costs, and “Build
Down” formulas for segregating nonqualifying elements from RVC thresholds,
in addition to “Net Cost” calculations.

Because of high levels of corruption in
Vietnam and the fact that it shares a
land border with China, it is commonly
assumed that yarn used in Vietnamese
textile products will be of Chinese origin—
transshipped across Vietnam’s northern
border, despite any claims to the contrary.

Consider a bill-of-materials for a washing
machine assembled in Malaysia. The
finished washing machine will likely consist
of more than 1,000 parts, components and
sub-components sourced from multiple
countries. Under most FTAs, the RVC
ROO allows for “accumulation”, meaning a
claimant can add up the values of inputs
from other FTA member countries to meet
the required RVC threshold.
The costs associated with managing
a complex RVC accumulation scenario
often prevent an SME from claiming
preferential rates. Large MNEs, like BMW
or GE, however, generally do not have this
constraint, as they can spend lavishly on
IT platforms and allocate special resources
for RVC control centres. Given the massive
economies-of-scale employed by big
MNEs, preferential tariffs usually produce
substantial savings.
Another advantage enjoyed by MNEs
involves the leveraging of inter-company
sales between related parties. MNEs can
easily obtain cost-related information from
related suppliers, which is vital for RVC
claims. SMEs, on the other hand, often
do business with un-related suppliers and
manufacturers and cannot obtain sensitive
cost breakdowns on purchased goods,
thereby making an RVC claim impossible
to validate.

The TPP yarn-forward rule provides a
loophole known as the “Short-Supply List”
clause, which allows a claimant to source
yarn from outside the trade territory if
there are no other available TPP suppliers.
Here, the challenge to a risk-averse TPP
claimant be will be how to identify a valid
short-supply list claim from a fraudulent
one.

One particular ROO that SMEs would
prefer is the so- called “Change in Tariff
Classification (“CTC”) rule. The CTC rule
allows a good to qualify for preferential
treatment if it undergoes a change in tariff
number classification from its original
state (raw material, components), to its
finished state (a substantially transformed
good). Current FTAs publish extensive
lists of harmonised tariff number changes
that confer preferential treatment. Wider
adoption of the CTC test would make
preferential rates attainable to many SMEs
and reduce the complexities and cost
barriers associated with RVC compliance.
The bottom line
At over 7,000 pages in length, the TPP
adds more, not less, complexity to the
ROO process. The CTC rule appears
throughout the TPP document but not
nearly enough to encourage more SME
participation. Rather than harmonise or
simplify the RVC process across member
states, each TPP country has elected to
use a variety of build-up, build-down or
net-cost RVC methods, further muddying
the compliance landscape.

Extreme care will need to be taken to
effectively trace and validate the true
origin of yarns in TPP value chains. Once
again, MNEs will be better positioned
than SMEs to manage this because of IT
resources, related party structures and
strong leverage over suppliers due to the
typically large volume of their purchases.
What SMEs want
Increasing the number of participating
SMEs in the TPP (or any other FTA), will
require the following:
• Harmonisation and simplification of
ROOs across multiple countries
• Increased access to free information,
guidance and institutional support
• Access to open-sourced templates,
tools, matrices and software for ROO
management
• Increased transparency and consistency
in enforcement of ROO validations by
member countries
Achieving these changes will need to be
driven by collaborative networks of key
stake holders, not top-down government
initiatives, which have been largely
ineffective. Big Data, the cloud, and other
IT-enabled solutions will need to play a key
role.
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Building resilient
ASEAN supply chains
By Tim Foster, Managing Director, APAC, Chainalytics

A

sia’s inter-country, regional, multinational and mega trade deals are
big daily news across the globe-from the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) to the TransPacific Partnership (TPP).
But let’s take a look at the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), which
has been successfully honing in on trade
growth and economic solidarity for years.
From 2007 to 2014, total ASEAN trade
increased US$1tr. ASEAN now has the
third largest Asian economy and is one of
the world’s fastest-growing investment
destinations, accounting for 11 per cent
of total global foreign direct investment
inflows in 2014 (vs. 5 per cent in 2007).
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How AEC Blueprint 2025 will affect
businesses & supply chains
ASEAN has just “upped” its game: It
is now a formal trade bloc. The ASEAN
Economic
Community
(AEC)
has
developed and released an AEC Blueprint
2025 to regulate and harmonise ASEAN
commerce, including the movement
of goods, services, labour and capital
throughout the nations of Myanmar,
Thailand, Cambodia, Singapore, Indonesia,
Laos, Vietnam, Malaysia, Philippines, and
Brunei Darussalam.
Ultimately, this massive decade-long plan
will affect not only regional but global
supply chains. According to the Wall Street
Journal, the US has been helping ASEAN
countries to integrate their customs and
trading procedures. A first set of complex
ASEAN trade compliance deadlines
(effective December 2015) has been met
by some, but not all, ASEAN member
nations. The new AEC Blueprint 2025 will
affect all nations and companies doing
business within ASEAN over the next
decade.
Navigating complex change
From supply chain and operations
perspectives, it is important to understand
how ASEAN nations are coalescing and
undergoing changes that in some ways
mirror those of the European Union during
its formation and into the present to plan
accordingly.
ASEAN is in the midst of working
through complex layers of free-trade
agreements and security agreements that
mandate compliance around technology
and materials shipped, among others.
Regulations, customs and non-compliance
penalties largely vary by country and will
continue to do so until member countries
fully adopt ASEAN-wide standards. At
this point, there is a lot more diligence
around compliance, so it is less about
underpayment of tariffs and customs
duties, and more about penalties that can
be levied against shipments.
ASEAN’s business opportunities far
outweigh its trade and compliance risks
though. Given the massive amount of
change underway, companies doing
business in ASEAN will want to hedge their
bets. Supply chain plans with immediate,
mid- and long-term time horizons will
give companies the flexibility they need
to meet customer service lead times and
manage costs and inventory levels:

Long-Term Horizon Over the next five
to 10 years, companies will succeed by
developing a well thought-out, robust
approach to designing supply chain
networks. This action will ensure that they
can begin to make fact-based decisions
about their future supply chain networks,
taking into account changing geo-political
and regulatory environments, as well as
new trends in consumer buying behaviour
across emerging regional markets. These
dynamics will result in more than a single
network solution and require that supply
chain teams manage a portfolio of supply
chains. More frequent revisiting and
refreshing of supply chain designs will
require that companies have access to
experienced, specialised design teams or
partners with access to robust network
optimisation tools.

The eventual customs and trade
harmonisation that comes into play in
ASEAN will take years. But it will provide
great opportunities for centralising supply
chains, increasing cost efficiency and
simplifying inventory management. It is a
win-win scenario that requires maintaining
flexibility in the present, and planning for
tomorrow’s opportunities.

Mid-Term Horizon It will be important to
maintain flexibility, adapting to changing
regulatory and compliance requirements’
impacts on supply chains. And while
companies cannot predict every possible
outcome, contingency and scenario
planning will go a long way to ensuring
all supply chains are ready to meet the
changes and challenges. This will mean
increasing reliance on partnering and
collaboration to retain flexibility and supply
chain portfolios’ effectiveness. Companies’
ability to systematically capture and
analyse data, predict changes and respond
ahead of time will determine their future
success. Ultimately, the goal is to develop
robust supply chain options and be ready
to change course as opportunities unfold.
Short-Term Horizon Companies will need
to prepare for immediate changes in trade
compliance at the operational level. This
means getting internal governance right;
setting policies in place around existing
trade compliance and trade management;
and getting the right processes, systems
and organisation in place to support their
businesses and customers. Selecting
and working with the right partners in
planning and execution will be increasingly
important to minimise supply chain risk
and maintain competitive advantage.
ASEAN’s careful economic planning is
geared to economic transformation,
making it easier to do business, and further
opening access to lucrative Asian markets.
The AEC has even gone so far as to factor
growing trends, such as e-commerce
into their 10-year plan, giving fulfilment,
logistics and supply chain operations even
more important roles in the coming years.
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A Logistics Man
with Asia at Heart

T

o say that Mr Alfred Hofmann has had a long and varied career in the freight
forwarding industry is an understatement. With a professional experience spanning
more than forty years in the supply chain and logistics sector, he rose up the
ranks and took over the role of President for South Asia Pacific at Kuehne + Nagel,
which includes the Indian Subcontinent and Oceania, along with other key South Asia
countries, in 2013. After having served 30 years in the company, he retired at the end of
December 2015.
“Well, I would call it semi-retiring since technically I am still supporting
Kuehne + Nagel as an Executive Advisor. I am a consultant in a couple of defined
projects, but I have more free time now. In fact, I am heading off for a vacation
tomorrow,” explains Mr Hofmann during a one-on-one interview with Supply Chain Asia.

Mr Hofmann has not only been loyal to the industry and Kuehne + Nagel, he has also
been devoted to Asia. First arriving in Asia on 13 January, 1972, he has worked in Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Malaysia and Singapore, among others.
“I have many wonderful and exciting memories of Asia. I would not change it for
anything,” says Mr Hofmann.
In this interview, the former President for South Asia Pacific reminisces about his
experience in the industry, as well as shares his opinions on the talent situation and the
ultimate industry game-changer.
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Starting his career as an air freight
apprentice, Mr Hofmann soon moved into
sea freight in his hometown of Frankfurt
where he spent four years before arriving
in Asia.
“My first experience in logistics was mainly
in air freight import. Then, Europe was just
starting to import from Asia. My first task
was managing custom clearances. I found
the work very interesting, even though
then the only technology available was fax
and telex. I also realised that I loved dealing
with customers and helping them solve
their problems,” shares Mr Hofmann.
When asked about one of his early
memories of working in Asia, he brought
up the clickety-clack noise of the abacus in
Taiwan, since it was “before the popularity
of electronic calculators”. It was also the
dawn of container shipping in Hong Kong,
but the factories were built so close to
each other that they were not able to
move their containers efficiently, which
ended up jamming the streets. That was
when container freight stations took off
and companies opted to store their cargo
at designated warehouses near the ports.
“I have fond memories of my early days
working in Asia. It was all new and very
interesting. I was learning the new ways of
doing business. In Europe, there were few
main ports, such as Hamburg, Bremen,
Rotterdam and Southampton. In Asia, it
was much more complex and dynamic. I
think it still is,” says Mr Hofmann, who first
joined Kuehne + Nagel as the Managing
Director for Singapore and Malaysia.
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Hail the Web

Hall of Fame achievement

“I think the world is still adapting to the last
biggest game-changer in the industry. The
Internet has really revolutionised not only
society, but the whole business world. It
gives logistics companies the possibility
to develop software, and improve
information visibility of shipments on time
much faster than ever before. This means
that our customers do not just look at us
to deliver freight shipment from Point A to
Point B. But they also look at us to solve
their supply chain challenges. That has
been the biggest game-changer in supply
chain so far, and I believe the Internet and
digital technology will continue to heavily
influence our business,” he explains.

Before his retirement, Mr Hofmann was
awarded the Hall of Fame at the recent
Supply Chain Asia Awards 2015. This
award recognises a professional with a
distinguished career in the supply chain
industry. Not only is the recipient of a
high executive level, he is also highly
recognised for excellent leadership skills.

Regardless
of
future
technologies
however, Mr Hofmann believes a certain
traditional mode of transport will continue
to exist even far into the future.
“As long as there is trade, there will be
ships. Perhaps the ships will be smaller
and much faster. But humans have been
trading via sea thousands of years ago,
and I am convinced we will continue to
trade via sea thousands of years from
today,” says Mr Hofmann.

“I was surprised when I was informed of
my nomination. It was an honour to win
this award after serving over 40 years in
the industry. I think the industry needs this
recognition. Without supply chain, which is
the backbone of every business, nothing
would work. Overall, I am pleased that we
are valued by industry professionals and
our customers,” says Mr. Hofmann, who
will still be based in Singapore.
While he credits his achievement to
Kuehne + Nagel, which he cites as
adopting a culture of excellence and
achievement among its staff, Mr Hofmann
believes there is even more to be done to
attract talent to the supply chain sector.
But this is up to the future generation. For
now, Mr Hofmann is content to embrace
his new semi-retirement life, and he looks
forward to focus on his tennis games,
travelling and spending more time with his
family.

Kuehne + Nagel announced new leadership in Asia Pacific
Kuehne + Nagel announced the appointment of Jens Drewes as new President,
South Asia Pacific (SAP), effective January 2016, based in Singapore. Wong Siew
Loong was named President, North Asia Pacific (NAP), based in Shanghai, China,
effective January 2016.
Jens Drewes is succeeding Alfred Hofmann who retired at the end of 2015.
Drewes has a wealth of experience within the Kuehne + Nagel Group serving
the company since 1997, and in different positions and countries, including
Japan, Australia, Thailand, Cambodia, and China. In 2008, he was appointed
Managing Director Central & North China and 2013 President North Asia Pacific.
He was a driver for the extension of the regional network and the building up of
domestic logistic solutions, including the operation of a Pharma Logistics Center
in Shanghai.

Jens Drewes

Wong Siew Loong is a well-versed industry expert with experience spanning
20 years in Asia. He started his professional career as a management trainee
with a well-known global container shipping and logistics Group. In the following
years, he held various senior management positions within the same group;
amongst others, he led the North Asia business as Regional President with
responsibilities for operations in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, Korea and
the Philippines. Most recently, he served as Chief Financial Officer for the
aforementioned company based in Singapore.

Wong Siew Loong
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Mr Wong
Kwee Meng
Senior Supply Chain
Manager
3M Asia Pacific
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The Supply Chain Quest for
Excellence

T

he term Centre of Expertise (CoE) has been quite trendy in the business scene as
of late. In 2015 alone, there were no less than five newly setup CoEs in the country,
with Accenture’s Internet of Things Centre of Excellence for Resources unveiled
as the first of its kind in Singapore, built to help companies transform their businesses
through innovative technologies. In the same year, Singapore Power launched the
Singapore Power CoE to develop, pilot, and integrate the latest technologies in
Singapore’s infrastructure networks.
But how effective is CoE in the long run? Is this simply another supply chain trend with
an expiration date? These questions can only be answered by those who have been
managing CoE over a number of years, or seven years in the case of Mr Wong Kwee
Meng, the Senior Supply Chain Manager for the Asia region at 3M Asia Pacific CoE
headquarters in Singapore.
With over 17 years of experience with 3M Company, Mr Wong’s portfolio includes a
strong focus on supply chain optimisation as well as strategic sourcing, transportation
and distribution operations in Asia. Since 2009, he has been instrumental in the
establishment of Asia Pacific CoE for the region of Southeast Asia to improve the
company’s competitiveness by redesigning the 3M supply chain operational footprint.

“In a multi-national company like 3M, branches in different countries cannot work in
isolation. This easily leads to a high number of overlapping products and a complicated
supply chain. After extensive research and trials, we have come to the conclusion that
CoE is the answer to achieving shorter lead time to customers while minimising cash
investments,” explains Mr Wong in a personal interview with Supply Chain Asia, where
he also shares his thoughts on the upcoming Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement,
the lacking industry talent and why Singapore continues to be the choice destination for
distribution centres.
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Revolutionising the business
Prior to 2009, each 3M branch in the Asia
Pacific had its own respective supply chain
processes and strategies. It was up to the
individual country manager to manage
the vendors and decide on the inventory
volume. This method, however, gradually
became unsustainable due to the
proliferating stock keeping units (SKUs)
and low inventory visibility.
“With each country receiving high volume
of the same products, eventually, we were
running out of warehouse space. There
was no control over vendor management
and our supply chain became extremely
complicated. When it is overly complicated,
there is minimum visibility. This was when
we decided something has to change,”
says Mr Wong, who also championed the
start-up of Regional Distribution Centre
in Hong Kong to cater for the business
growth in North Asia region.
The transformation started by managing
key vendors in a single centralised
location. Then, careful strategic planning
was carried out to centralise the inventory
so that 3M branches were not stocking
their warehouses with every available
product. Mr Wong cited the case study of
the port strikes in Los Angeles last year to
highlight the importance of CoE.
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“It is only when such incidents happen
that people realise the importance of
supply chain. During strikes and union
negotiations, there were no cargo
movements from the West to the East
Coast. This means that lead time from the
typical 35 days can increase up to 60 days.
Without CoE, each country could only
prepare for this crisis by increasing their
inventory stocks so that customers can
continue to receive their goods without
delay. But if there is a CoE, it is only the
centralised stocking area that will have an
affected replenishment cycle time. There
will be no need to increase the stock in
each country, but only in CoE,” explains
Mr Wong, who believes that a successful
supply chain is the ultimate key behind
customer satisfaction.
In fact, 3M’s strategy always centres on
placing inventory as close to the point of
consumption as possible. It is not just
about getting the goods to the customers
quickly, but also to respond to them faster.
“3M generally has our inventory and
coordination of supply chain operations
in the same timezone. We believe in the
need for overlapping communication and
responding to what is happening on the
ground quickly,” adds Mr Wong.

Leveraging on free trade agreements

Finding talent in the backyard

By positioning Singapore as a super hub,
3M uses the country’s status as a free
port country to make products for export
purposes. While there are no costs to
import to Singapore, other countries
may have to pay import duty fees when
receiving goods from Singapore. But
with Singapore’s close ties and free
trade agreements (FTA) with many
countries, 3M is able to leverage on these
agreements to save costs.

In today’s dynamic landscape, talents
can be difficult to come by. This is why
3M has an internal job postings initiative
that allows employees, who have been
working in a position in 3M for at least
24 months while meeting the required
performance expectations, to move to a
different functional area.

“Similarly, we are very excited for TPP
and Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) to take off. We have
done our homework and we have found
the sweet spot, which is the overlapping
spot of the Venn diagram of TPP and RCEP
put together. I believe that not many other
companies can match 3M’s expertise in
leveraging FTAs,” remarks Mr Wong.
He also believes this is why despite
the high real estate and labour costs,
companies continue to set up their
logistics hubs and distribution centres
in Singapore. Not only does the country
have over 20 FTAs, it also has excellent
global connectivity with world-class port
infrastructure.
“If we decide to move our distribution
centre to Johor, we could easily cut at
least 18 per cent off our expenses. Cutting
costs is easy. But although you can
move your cargo in, how do you move it
out? You cannot move it, because there
is no connectivity. If I need the cargo in
Johor port to leave tomorrow to Sydney,
there is no way to do so because there
is no connection. In Singapore, we have
cargo leaving everyday to everywhere
in the world, so the point of distribution
becomes very powerful,” describes the
senior supply chain manager.

“A person holding an engineering position
in the manufacturing post can apply for a
post in the supply chain department. To
me, that is better than hiring someone
with the relevant skill set but struggles
to understand 3M’s complex structure.
That is the value behind this initiative,”
explains Mr Wong, whose talent has been
recognised through winning an individual
award in the recent Supply Chain Asia
Awards 2015.
Despite this programme being a success,
he still believes talent in the overall supply
chain sector is an ongoing concern.
“I think more can still be done to equip
graduates with the right skill sets to dive
straight into the industry. In fact, for areas,
such as distribution and transportation,
accumulated experience and industry
knowledge can far outweigh the
educational qualifications,” says Mr Wong.

Being in Singapore, however, means
3M has to rely on technology to improve
efficiency and cut costs. Technology
adoption does not only involve using
the latest software but also warehouse
automation.
“We do not use the conventional racking
system with 1.82m aisles for forklifts
because that is a waste of space. We use
a radio shuttle system, which is a new
kind of storage management systems
with high density storage racking and
electrically powder pallet runners. This
system does not need an aisle, so not only
have we eliminated unnecessary forklift
usage, we also use less space,” says Mr
Wong.
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Mr John
Fay

Chief Executive Officer
INTTRA
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Smooth Sailing for Ocean
Shipping

A

lthough the ocean container industry is facing several challenges,
experts believe that the shipping sector can prevail by adopting smart
strategies, ranging from forming alliances to embracing larger vessels.
However, there is one particular strategy that stands out as a must-have for
ocean shipping today to even stay afloat.
“In order to solve these challenges, companies operating in the ocean and
logistics industry need to focus on automation and technology to stay in the
game. It is virtually impossible to succeed otherwise,” says Mr John Fay,
Chief Executive Officer of INTTRA.

INTTRA is of course one of the world’s leading ocean shipping electronic
marketplace, with over 600,000 container orders are initiated on the INTTRA
platform each week, representing 22 per cent of global ocean container
trade. In this issue of Supply Chain Asia magazine, Mr Fay shares with us his
background, reasons behind the company’s success, and insights into this
volatile industry.
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How does your strong background in
finance and commodities help you as
the CEO of INTTRA? On the other hand,
how challenging was it not having a
major background in ocean shipping
operations?
The challenges facing the global shipping
business today, with respect to technology,
are very similar to the challenges in the
financial services 10 to 15 years ago,
when there were increasing volumes and
significant pressure on costs. In order
to solve these challenges, companies
operating in the ocean and logistics
industry need to focus on automation to
be competitive.
More importantly, automation will require
companies to connect to one another
electronically, which is a solution to a very
large source of inefficiency. In the financial
services, the firms I worked for from
2000 to 2007 were leaders in automation
of exchanges and trading networks, and
communicating information among major
players in the industry. The dynamic I see
in the ocean industry is very similar.
As far as the industry itself, it has been
exciting and interesting for me. But I
think my past experiences, as an outsider,
have actually been helpful. I think it is
good to have a mix of shipping industry
experts as well as professionals with
fresh, outside perspectives. At the same
time, we have people at INTTRA who
have worked in the ocean industry for 30
years. Their input is helpful as I think about
the next 30 years. We have a much more
diverse management team today than
when I joined the company, and I think
that diversity has helped fuel INTTRA’s
momentum.
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INTTRA’s Marketplace generated record
volume in June, July and August of
2015. Can you share some of the main
reasons behind this?

What are your predictions for INTTRA
in 2016 then? Will the company
be introducing new solutions or
strategies?

INTTRA has very strong volume growth
– 12 per cent year-over-year – which is
remarkable given the industry growth
of zero to two per cent. A reason for
the growth is the industry’s recognition
and continual adoption of electronic
communications among players in the
industry. There is a significant benefit both
in time and cost in terms of utilisation of
resources for shippers, freight forwarders
and carriers to use INTTRA.

For 2016, INTTRA is all about new products
and expanding our core business volumes
through growth. We are expanding into
regulatory products, such as Safety of Life
at Sea (SOLAS) verified gross mass (VGM),
and data products, like expanded ocean
schedules and decision support tools.

Another reason that is driving our growth
is that, on the shipper and forwarder
side of the network, they understand the
benefits of using INTTRA, which provides
them a pure stream of data of status
events transmitted back to them. It is a
really powerful benefit for managing your
supply chain.
At this point, for the industry, somewhere
between 2014 and 2015, we have reached
the tipping point where electronic
shipping volumes approached 50 per cent.
That has caused a lot of the customers
who are not significantly electronified to
realise that they are now at a competitive
disadvantage, and that has accelerated
their growth on our platform.

SOLAS VGM is the most important new
development in 2016 for shipping and also
from INTTRA’s perspective, as we have led
the e-VGM initiative, which is developing
common technology and business process
standards to help the industry comply
with new container weight requirements
that will be effective in July.
It is a great example of INTTRA serving the
needs of the industry, leveraging its neutral
position to come up with a solution. We
also have software solutions that carriers
and shippers can use to comply.
Can you share some ocean shipping
trends (particularly in Asia Pacific)
that you expect to emerge in the next
couple of years?
The two current macro trends in the
container shipping industry are excess
capacity leading to lower prices and
consolidation that is under way. We saw
two major deals in Asia last year, with CMA
CGM – APL and COSCO – CSCL. Given
the continued pressure on companies,
I think we will see a much more rational
market evolving over the next few years.
The second trend will be a more rapid
adoption of technology. There are
going to be haves and have-nots in this
area. Companies that have invested in
technology have a significant advantage.
At the moment, too many companies
operating within these trade lanes are
low on the technology adoption curve,
including Japan and Southeast Asia. The
continued rapid growth in this market will
create even greater pressure to invest in
technology to generate efficiencies.

What are your thoughts on megavessels? Do you see this as a successful
strategy for the industry?
There are legitimate questions about
the extent of mega vessels’ operational
flexibility and how they will fare in a
depressed market. But ultimately, yes,
it is a successful strategy. Mega-vessels
are all about consolidation and lowering
costs. This means that the larger carriers
and the ones with financial resources will
have mega-vessels and have a significant
advantage over those that do not.
In your opinion, how important is it
to be technologically advanced and
innovative when it comes to ocean
shipping operations? Do you see a
majority of industry players today
embracing technology?
Yes, I think it is important. You see that
market share in the industry changes
despite the competition on revenues.
Again, I think we have reached a tipping
point in the use of electronic transactions
throughout the industry where, from
INTTRA’s view, about 50 per cent of the
transactions between parties are now
electronic. In certain Asia markets, such as
China and India, that can be upwards of 80
to 90 per cent. Now that we have reached
the tipping point, I think we will see
acceleration in the adoption of technology
across more markets in Asia like Korea and
Taiwan and around the world. I certainly
see that in the market today.

Ocean shipping is typically considered
as an investment heavy and traditional
industry. In your opinion, could it ever
be possible in the future to succeed in
this industry with minimal investment
or expenditure?

Ocean shipping has lasted for over
400 years. Do you predict that ocean
shipping will continue to be the most
popular form of freight transport in the
distance future, i.e. the year 2100? Why
or why not?

The ocean carrier segment will always
be capital-intensive and technologyheavy. The real change in the industry
over the next couple of years is going to
be the increase in technology around the
hardware. If you think about a ship and all
the operations and management required
to run that ship, I think that investment will
continue to be expensive.

Absent a leap in technology akin to going
from horse-driven to diesel-fuel driven,
and given the current state and cost of
technology, ocean shipping will continue
to be the dominant form of global
transportation of goods and services for
the foreseeable future. Unless there is
a significant change in the cost of brand
new technologies, then ocean shipping
will continue to dominate. It is both costefficient and effective. In the long-term, I
forsee clear sailing for ocean shipping.

But the differentiation will be determined
by how efficiently you use these assets.
To me, that is where technology makes
a difference, particularly cloud-based
technology.
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strategy
How Delivery Accuracy Can
Take the Pressure Off
By Jeff Taylor, Regional Director UK & Ireland, Honeywell Sensing and Productivity

A

s supply chains across the region
wind down from one of their
busiest times of the year – the
Christmas holiday period – it is important
that Asian businesses take stock and
look at what worked and what can be
improved on. Time spent reflecting is well
worth it if it helps streamline processes,
become more efficient, improve customer
satisfaction and ultimately perform better
when the next peak operating period hits.
The biggest factor impacting on the
accuracy of replenishment and picking
order fulfilment is user error, and when the
user is under increased pressure during
periods of peak demand, the likelihood of
errors only increases.
The Christmas holiday is also a high
pressure time for consumers as they often
have a lot more riding on the fact that the
right product will be delivered at the right
time. If consumers are left in a situation
where they have ordered Christmas gifts
for their loved ones online and they fail to
be delivered correctly and on time, it could
ruin their holiday season and impact their
perception of the business they ordered
from and their delivery operations.
This one bad experience will also make
it unlikely that they become a repeat
customer, which is a huge loss for Asian
businesses.
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So what lessons need to be learnt and
what can be done to increase accuracy
during peak periods?
Black Friday lessons
In 2014, in the US, the Black Friday
shopping peak period at the end of
November exceeded the industry’s
expectations and order accuracy became
the least of their business worries when
many supply chains failed to deliver on
next-day deliveries for three days due to
a backlog in their supply chains. The failure
of businesses to deliver on demands
received a swift backlash from consumers
and the media, with stories of children
who would be devastated because they
would not receive a Christmas present.
As a result, many businesses came out
with damaged reputations that lasted a lot
longer than the three to four days it took
for them to get their supply chains up and
running again.
The debacle led to a number of lessons
learnt and changes made for 2015. Many
supply chain businesses secured new
premises and an additional workforce
of 50 per cent ahead of peak periods,
such as Black Friday. Retailers also learnt
that they needed to start providing
accurate forecasts, rather than forecasts
overblown by 40 per cent, which resulted
in them being unable to have many parcels
collected, let alone deliver them within
three days.
Businesses also learnt the hard way that
they needed to be honest with consumers
and set realistic delivery expectations
for them. This year, they communicated
clearly to consumers that not all orders
would be delivered by the next day and it
was a much more successful year.
Being prepared for the peak season
The general process of placing an order,
shipping the right product, in the right
quantity, at the right time, and to the right
destination does not change for supply
chains whether they are operating in
quiet or busy periods. What does change
in periods of peak operation is that
the pressure to ensure accurate order
distribution is heightened, as returned
incorrect or incomplete orders have to
be repacked and redistributed, which
not only places an additional operational
burden on the distribution centre, but
also impacts on customer satisfaction
levels at a critical time of the year. To help
eliminate the possibility of errors occurring
in general warehouse operations during
peak season, distribution center managers
need to ensure that their processes are
supported by the right technologies, such
as voice.

In a voice-enabled warehouse, workers
wearing rugged headsets receive verbal
direction on tasks to complete select
workflows and they speak their responses
back to the system which is trained to
each user’s individual voice. Voice systems
enforce order accuracy through the use of
random check digits. The system would
not allow the worker to continue to the
next picking location unless they read the
appropriate digits, which results in up to
99.995 per cent accuracy at all times.
In addition to greater levels of picking
accuracy, voice users report productivity
improvements well above 20 per cent,
depending on the systems that voice
replaces (paper/label systems or handheld
scanning). By eliminating the need to read
a display screen, a paper pick list, or a
purchase order, workers obtain their next
task en route to the next location, thereby
reducing downtime while travelling within
the facility.
Global supply chain logistics company,
Mainfreight, has benefited from increased
efficiency and productivity gains that has
transformed the business.
“We wanted to make technology changes
that would bring a transformational change
when it came to the way in which we
service our customers,” explained Nilesh
Bhuthadia, Global Applications Manager,
Mainfreight. “The voice solution is very
adaptable to our business needs and
global footprint. It has allowed us to have
more control of our own systems and
do what we need them to do in order to
achieve increased quality, efficiency, as
well as productivity gains of up to 30 per
cent in our picking.”
The ability of voice systems to deliver
picking
accuracy
and
increased
productivity has benefits at any time of
the year for supply chains. However, when
the pressure of a peak period arrives,
increased accuracy and productivity
means more parcels delivered correctly
and therefore, higher profits.

About the Author
Jeff is Sales Director Transport & Logistics
EMEIA (Europe, Middle East, India
& Africa) for Honeywell Sensing and
Productivity Solutions. He has over 25
years experience working in, and now
with, the postal & express industry.
Jeff leads a team that is focused on
providing mobile computing, barcode
scanning and printing solutions to drive
efficiency, enhance customer service
and deliver new revenue generating
development opportunities for posts and
express operators.
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Automation and Robotics
Re-defining Shop Floor
Dynamics in Asia
By John Louie Marketing Manager, Asia Pacific, Siemens Industry Software Limited

I

n the 1990’s, the world economy started
experiencing a global increase in trading,
altering the nature of traditional value
chains. There was a massive migration of
manufacturing industries from advanced
countries to developing economies,
transforming some Asian countries into
industrial giants. The chain of events that
followed resulted in the concentration
and redistribution of industrial activities in
China and India – the two most populous
and fastest-growing economies in Asia –
and stirred industrial changes in Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines
and Vietnam to gather momentum. Many
analysts had predicted a boom for the
Asian manufacturing industry and were
proven right. The Economist pointed out
that in 1990, Asia accounted for 26.5 per
cent of global manufacturing output, which
by 2013, reached 46.5 per cent. Today,
China accounts for half of Asia’s output.
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The growth of Asia’s market share from
a global manufacturing standpoint is
shifting the balance of economic power in
its favour. The continued increase in this
market share has a significant implication
on the rest of the world; it has already
generated ripples, and radically altered
the parameters governing development
pace and composition. But what does this
mean for the average manufacturer at the
heart of this industrial revolution? How are
the shop floors in Asia responding to this
tremendous appetite for growth and the
challenges that it brings today?

The age of automation
In the past, manufacturing in Asia
signified a large production volume,
low-level technology and cheap labour
– a fact that is no longer true. The
increase in domestic demand, evolving
consumption patterns, the advent of
emerging technologies and fast-changing
infrastructure development levels in
different countries have transformed the
playing field. Today’s consumers are more
interested in personalised products of
higher quality with better safety features
at a competitive price. The marketplace
has no room for flaws in quality, especially
at a time when massive recalls are rattling
even the biggest brands.

The only way for manufacturers in Asia
to manage growing product complexity,
maintain quality assurance and competitive
costs is to take advantage of the boom in
global and technological advancements.
Recent statistics suggest that this fact is
not lost on manufacturers in Asia. In 2013,
98,807 industrial robots were shipped to
Asia, 17 per cent higher than in 2012 — the
highest level ever recorded. Statistics from
the same source also highlight that China
became the largest producer of robotics
in 2013, selling 36,560 units. Between
2008 and 2013, the compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of robot supplies to
Asia (including Japan) was about eight
per cent on average and total supply of
industrial robots in China increased by 36
per cent per year on average in the five
consecutive years. With the industry’s
increased awareness of the business
benefits of automation, installation of
industrial robotics is expected to increase
across Asia from 689,349 units in 2013, to
1,107,600 units at the end of 2017.
Today, shop floor tasks commonly
performed by industrial robots include
welding, painting, polishing, deburring,
assembling components, transporting
items and machining. The new generation
of robots is increasingly able to understand
their surroundings better through sight
and sound systems and can distinguish
between different components, even
work alongside human beings. To sustain
successful robotic applications, shop
floors need well-trained and highly
skilled engineers to operate robotic
simulation processes, offline programing
and robot maintenance. The successful
implementation of robots can help in
visualising and predicting operational
results with a heightened degree of
certainty. Not to mention increased job
satisfaction for employees due to smart,
efficient and accurate results.
In addition to robotic installations on the
shop floor, factories are implementing
several other automation models by
employing programmable logic controllers
(PLC). PLCs help in controlling robots,
machinery,
equipment,
switches
and alarms — they manage data
communications among these elements
to minimise human intervention, hence
reducing human errors. The virtual
commissioning model, in which factories
replicate the behavior of a physical
manufacturing environment with a
software system, has numerous benefits
for manufacturers including savings in
labour, energy costs and improved product
quality, accuracy and precision.

At the cusp of a societal shift
In recent years, China has had to increase
its purchases of robots because of the
growing use across the developing
nations owing to the fact that lower
labour costs constitute much less of a
competitive advantage than they did in the
past. Industry research shows that the gap
in manufacturing costs between China
and the US has been narrowing from an
average of 18 per cent cheaper in 2003 to
only seven per cent today. The reasons for
this include rising labour costs in China,
cheaper US energy costs and increase in
automation of factories.
As the trend towards automation
continues to increase, so will the volume
of robotic installations. Industrie 4.0 —
the vision for the future of manufacturing
that is becoming an increasingly stronger
theme in global manufacturing — links
the real-life factory with virtual reality.
Robots are currently assigned multiple
and dynamic tasks by human operators,
however the robots of tomorrow will be
able to solve problems together. Robots
will have the ability to interact with each
other, share information about pending
operations, and assign tasks together.
Nevertheless, robots have to be linked
to a flexible conveyor and automation
system to improve product quality, lower
costs, and increase efficiency. The key for
a successful industrial production under
an Industrie 4.0 environment is strong
product customisation under flexible
production conditions. This will ensure
reduced error margins thanks to the
availability of real-time data throughout the
production cycle.

• Technical improvements of industrial
robots will increase the use of robots
in the general industry and in small and
medium-sized companies, e.g. userfriendly robots, uncomplicated, and low
priced robots for simple applications
• Improved
quality
will
require
sophisticated high tech robot systems
• Robots will improve the quality of work
by taking over dangerous, tedious and
unpleasant jobs that are not possible or
safe for humans to perform
Growing technological advancements and
rapidly decreasing costs are leading to a
vast increase in the number of jobs which
robots can perform in an efficient manner.
This will lead to a major increase in
productivity, and also to the replacement
of human workers in many sectors of
the economy. The growing use of robots
will reduce the competitive advantage
which cheap labour historically provided
by many developing countries. Robots will
make vital contributions in helping aging
societies, like Singapore and China, obtain
better control of their healthcare costs.
The combined impact of all these
technological advancements and industry
trends puts a sharp focus on the potential
of robotics and automation to transform
the future of workplace efficiency, improve
profit margins for companies and enhance
the quality of life of the end-users. How
Asian manufacturers employ this evolving
technology to realise its full potential, will
determine the future of shop-floors and
consumers alike.

To realise this vision, digital manufacturing
plays an important role, and it is expected
to reshape the shop floor due to the
following factors:
• Global
competition
will
require
modernisation of production facilities
• It is energy-efficient and uses new
materials,
e.g.
carbon-composites
which require retooling
• Human-machine collaboration will open
up new applications and attract new
customers
• Growing consumer markets will require
expansion of production capacities
• Decline in product life-cycle and increase
in the variety of products will require
flexible automation

About the Author
John Louie is the Marketing Manager
of Siemens Industry Software Limited,
responsible for the Asia Pacific region. In
his current role, John leads the marketing
efforts and go-to-market strategy in
Asia for Siemens Tecnomatix for Digital
Manufacturing suite of solutions.
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event
Internet of Things and Big Data under
the spotlight at TOC Asia
By TOC Asia

C

an the Internet of Things (IoT) and
Big Data analytics revolutionise
the way supply chain stakeholders
operate and collaborate?
Container supply chains are just setting
out on the road to the IoT and Big
Data. The 20th TOC Asia Conference &
Exhibition, to be held on 20 - 21 April 2016
at the Marina Bay Sands Hotel, Singapore,
will provide a major platform for container
logistics stakeholders to discover and
debate the implications of this impending
revolution in data analytics.
Far from being just the latest IT
buzzwords, these twin developments
could both disrupt and reshape supply
chain collaboration as we currently
understand it.
The most important issue to grasp about
IoT is that its real value is not in the
‘things’ themselves but in the data they
generate.
Similarly, Big Data is not the same as
‘lots of data’. By blending data sets from
multiple sources, it is possible to create
a rich perspective on how a business
actually performs. It then becomes
possible to see patterns and relationships
that would not otherwise be obvious.
In many ways, IoT and Big Data are
mutually reinforcing. As more devices
generate more data, analysing the data
enables industries to improve systems
and boost efficiency, which lead to higher
productivity and, in turn, lower unit costs
for customers.
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20 – 21 April 2016
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore
Featuring

Two days

of business & networking

Container supply chain

conference programme

60% of the audience in 2015 were ports, terminals, shippers, shipping lines, 3PLs
30 countries were represented in 2015
Terminal operations

bonus conference track

60+ exhibitors from market leaders to niche suppliers
45% increase in attendees (2014 to 2015)
Held in conjunction
20th edition of TOC Asia

with Singapore Maritime Week

Conference sessions include

Speakers confirmed from

3 Leading the ‘Internet of Things’ revolution
3 The aftermath of Tianjin: Lessons learnt
3 Improving supply chain performance
3 The current state & outlook for container trade in Asia

Find out more
Held in conjunction with

Terminal Operator Partner

Sponsors

www.tocevents-asia.com
Airline Partner

Media Partner

The ‘things’ in IoT include small devices
– sensors, smart phones, tablets, etc –
but the term also applies to big things –
containers, quay and yard cranes, trucks,
and so on.
Harnessing and understanding these
data are at the heart of the process.
Wireless technology is not new in the
port industry. Many ports and terminals
have installed such networks to allow
operators to communicate over long
distances. However, these have generally
been configured as ‘closed systems’. IoT
requires migration to communication with
devices outside the immediate network.
This poses some challenges. Lots of
containers moving around a terminal
are perfect for disrupting radio signals,
for example. But with careful design, a
network can be configured to overcome
these obstacles. The real question is
what are the benefits to the terminal, and
wider port and logistics operations?
Although modern container supply chains
comprise of vast amounts of data from
numerous sources, much of this remains
in individual silos, with communications
between these silos patchy, to say the
least. IoT and Big Data can push real
efficiencies in this respect by connecting
vessel and quayside activity with
stakeholders far beyond the dock gates.

In port
Starting by giving port workers a far
more accurate indication of when ships
are expected to dock, IoT can provide
for more effective gang deployment.
Likewise, truck drivers could know better
when their particular cargo is expected to
be offloaded, reducing congestion at the
gate/yard interface.
Capturing data from equipment sensors
and visual inspections could help to
design a predictive model for each type
of handling equipment, for example,
cranes, RTGs/RMGs, straddle carriers
and other box handlers. This could lead
to cost savings in reduced downtime
thereby maximising the efficiency of port
equipment.
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On board
In an interview last year, a Maersk Line
executive stated the carrier transmits
around 30 terra-bytes of data via satellite
links every month through its fleet. There
are currently around 5,000 data tags
equipped onto a modern vessel.
Opportunities are there for carriers to
use this data to reduce operational
expenses as well as transmit more
accurate and actionable data that
may require immediate execution on
reaching port. A good example would be
monitoring the transport of perishable
food items refrigerated containers.
Collecting and analysing real-time data
on the atmospheric conditions inside a
reefer can generate automatic alerts if
the temperature falls or rises outside
the required range, allowing logistics
managers based remotely to take
mitigating action.
Adverse weather impacts could also be
minimised by using a Big Data solution
to analyse GPS-type information so as to
determine quickly the costs of alternative
sea routes as opposed to not diverting
the vessel.

Outside the gate
A 3PL might get a message from his
GPS about a highway being closed, so
instead of having the truck idling in traffic
burning fuel and time; the driver could be
re-routed.
In fact, IoT and Big Data look set to make
advanced supply chain management
truly possible. Using Big Data could
enable shippers to get replacement
inventory moving before existing stock
is exhausted, but without tying up
unnecessarily large amounts of capital in
idle inventories.
TOC Asia will address these and other the
key issues facing global container trade
stakeholders, with specific reference
to the dynamics of Asia’s logistics
landscape.
On Day 2 of TOC Asia’s Container
Supply Chain conference, consecutive
sessions will be devoted to assessing the
opportunities afforded by IoT and Big Data
in global logistics operations. Confirmed
speakers already included Tim Greisinger,
Managing Director, Singapore, for IBM,
and Dr Thomas Vitsounis, Leader - Ports,
Shipping and Freight Supply Chains,
Data61.

Event format maximises
networking opportunities
TOC Asia comprises two concurrent
debating forums – the Container Supply
Chain (CSC) Conference and the TECH
TOC Conference – supported by a trade
exhibition where industry peers can meet
suppliers, swap notes and debate the
high level discussion points presented in
the conference sessions.
The Container Supply Chain (CSC)
element is an executive-level discussion
forum focused on international trade,
container shipping, port development
and logistics, bringing together shippers,
shipping lines, 3PLs, port authorities,
terminal operators, government and
other key supply chain members.
This is complemented by TECH TOC,
designed
to
engage
operational
executives in the practicalities of port
and terminal performance, with in-depth
debates on facility design, automation,
operations, equipment and technology
from berth to gate.
“Rapidly
evolving
business
and
technology impacts are set to transform
Asia’s port, shipping and logistics space,”
commented Paul Holloway, Event
Director at TOC Events. “TOC Asia will
see major industry stakeholders debate
and discuss how to make sense of these
complex drivers and their implications for
all concerned.”
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Corporate Brochure
Connect. Communicate. Collaborate.

www.supplychainasia.org
Supply Chain Asia is a not-for-profit professional body
that aims to bring professionals from within the logistics
and supply chain industry together to share knowledge,
promote innovation and create opportunities for
collaborations.
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Stand Out From The Crowd
Throughout the year, SCA conducts regular networking sessions, and hosts sponsored events to facilitate
knowledge-sharing and award recognition to outstanding members of
the community.

Events Calendar

Supply Chain Asia Forum
Date: 6-8 September 2016
Venue: Grand Copthorne Waterfront, Singapore

Supply Chain Asia Awards
Date: 17 November 2016
Venue: Orchard Hotel, Singapore

Supply Chain Asia Forum aims to address the opportunities and

Each year, SCA honours inspiring organisations and individuals

discuss the challenges faced by the industry in the region. The

in the industry. The Awards are designed to recognise the very

forum adopts a successful format consisting of industry site visits,

best achievements in supply chain, and identify the respective

panel sessions and technical tracks. Each September, this event

teams and professionals that are performing their functions to the

will see multimillion dollar companies across various industries

highest possible standards. Nomination period for the Awards is

participating to tap on the vast networking platform.

May – August, followed by the awards presentation in November.
Our previous winners include:
DHL Supply Chain, FEDEX, Kerry Logistics, Port of Singapore,
Hactl, Changi Airport Group and Maersk Line
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Knowledge is Power
Formed in 2007, Supply Chain Asia magazine has evolved into one of the leading supply chain and logistics titles
in Asia Pacific. The bi-monthly magazine informs a targeted global readership consisting of the world’s largest
brand-owning companies, supply chain service vendors, and regulators of industry that affect the business of
supply chains, logistics and Asia-related trade.

Editorial Calendar 2016
January
2016 Industry Forecasts
Awards 2015 Feature
March
Trade Compliance & Risk Management in ASEAN
May
e-Commerce & Retail Industry in APAC
July
LSP M&A Impacts
September
Supply Chain in Asia
November
What Does it Take to Be a Top Supply Chain?

Learn the Ropes
Supply Chain Fellowship Programme
The main objective behind this programme is to identify and
validate a list of criteria to recognise top professionals in each
sector. This is in line with the Singapore government’s aims to
promote mastery of skills and be the global knowledge hub. In
the supply chain industry, professionals are more valued for their
experience than paper qualifications. As such, Supply Chain
Fellowship Programme ensures that the industry recognises the
masters in the supply chain field.

Supply Chain Leaders Forum
In collaboration with EDB, SMU and NUS, Supply Chain Leaders
Forum brings top leaders together to deliberate on the challenges
they are facing. In addition, their 1st and 2nd line of commands
will also be invited to attend masterclasses and workshops led by
leading institutions and selected faculty members.

Supply Chain Asia e-Learning Programme
The ongoing evolution of the digital domain has made it easier
to make contents available online. In view of the unique online
community, SCA Academy will seek to offer online training and
courses aimed at industry professionals and veterans.

Readership Statistics

70,000+ unique visitors per month
850,000+ page views per month
1.8 million hits per month
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LogiMat® - your ideal storage and picking solution for
small parts
The vertical lift LogiMat® is a well-rounded complete solution for
high-performance storage and order picking. It can be used as a
stand-alone solution or integrated with other warehouse areas,
conveying systems or workstations to help optimise internal
processes. Thanks to its scalable concept, the functionality of the
LogiMat® can be customised specifically to individual customer
requirements. Contact us today for more information.
Schaefer Systems International Pte Ltd
P: 65/6863 0168 · info.sg@ssi-schaefer.com · www.ssi-schaefer.com

